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Health staff and Minister clash on cash limits

In April this year the staff side of the General
Whitley Council* wrote to the Secretary of
State for Social Services criticising the NHS's
cash limits. We publish here extracts from the
subsequent exchange of letters between Dr
Gerard Vaughan, Minister of State, and
Miss Ada Maddocks, secretary of the staff
side, which has recently been released.

Replying in June to the council's criticism,
Dr Vaughan assured it that the Government
intended to stick to the principles inherent in
the cash limit system. "There can be no

Dr Gerard Vaughan, Minister of State
for Health.

question," he said, "of a decline in NHS
spending in real terms across the period
covered by the Public Expenditure White
Paper, nor can there be any question of an
adjustment to cash limits should inflation
outstrip the provision in the cash limit." The
fact remained, he went on, "that the reduction
in planned spending last year due to the cash
limit squeeze does mean that the actual
increase in real terms in health authority
revenue between 1979-80 and 1980-1 is well
over 3%. This is as high as any year on year
growth rate in the recent past. Again for the
next two years we have stuck to the plans of
the previous Government, namely, an increase
in gross terms of 1-7% a year in 1981-2 and
1982-3.")

Staff side claims Minister "juggling with
statistics"

The staff side secretary replied in July
challenging the statement that "there can be no
question of a decline in NHS spending."
Dr Vaughan had related this, she said, "to
there also being no question of any adjustment
to cash limits should inflation outstrip the
provision in the cash limit. Since this is already
the case your comments are clearly contra-
dictory and the staff side find them in-
credulous." She continued: "your attempts to
persuade the staff side that expenditure on
the NHS has increased during the last

*Nine Whitley Councils form the framework of
the national negotiating machinery for the different
groups of Health Service employees. The General
Whitley Council looks after matters of a broader
nature that affect all the groups. The 43 organ-
isations, including the BMA, that are currently
recognised at national level are represented on'the
general council.

financial year and is increasing, by juggling
with statistics and referring to gross levels of
expenditure, are totally unacceptable. ... In
turning to comment on the 1980-1 cash limit
provision on pay and prices, you again set out
to use selected statistics to project a consistency
in the various Government statements on
spending in the NHS. Your admission that
these statements have been based on Govern-
ment forecasts of inflation amply demonstrate
how out of touch with reality they are. ...
The staff side's view is that, despite your
attempts to cloud the issue with spurious use
of statistics, their earlier concern is underlined
and they would wish to reaffirm their request
that you issue a statement projecting the true
position of the decline in real terms of ex-
penditure in the NHS and the reasons why
this is being allowed to continue."

In August the Minister of State replied and
refuted the statement that the Department
had "constrained" management sides. It had,
he said, set cash limits with "no strings." He
paid tribute to the "good sense and responsible
attitude of the NHS staff that settlements so
far this year have been consistent with cash
limits ... a major step to achieving planned
growth." On prices, Dr Vaughan said that
there was every indication that the Govern-
ment's forecasts were on target. "It is un-
deniable that any squeeze ... will be in-
comparably smaller than that experienced
last year."

Further arguments futile, says staff side

On 27 October the staff side wrote again
saying that it would be futile to continue the
arguments in view of the stance the Minister
had taken. Picking up Dr Vaughan's refutation
of her statement that Government policy had
constrained management sides from "negotiat-
ing increases which anywhere match levels of
inflation," the staff side secretary commented
that "since the year on year rate of inflation
relevant to the 1980 pay round was something
like 21 67% and the cash limit was set at 14%
for the same period, one of us has a distorted
view of free collective bargaining." Because
of the seriousness of the position ministers,
who were responsible for the provision of
health care services, should make a positive
statement on the future of the NHS in the
light of the reports of the Government's
intention to introduce a further round of
massive cuts, Miss Maddocks continued. The
staff side had told the Minister that it was
opposed to any further cuts--in the Service,

claiming that there was already evidence of
serious decline in the provision of health care.
It viewed recent trends in Government policies
-such as the encouragement of private
health services-as being inconsistent with the

Secretary of the staff side of the
General Whitley Council, Miss Ada
Maddocks.

provision of an NHS. The time had come, the
staff side declared, for the Government "to
give some positive indication that they are
committed to the continuation of a service
which is available to all, free at the time of
need, and not moving us rapidly to a system
of health services available dependent upon
ability to pay."

Correction

From the GMSC: Survey of trainees

We regret that in the issue of 25 October (p 1154) a
misleading impression was given about the survey
of general practitioner trainees, the preliminary
results of which were reported to the General
Medical Services Commnittee. The survey was
initiated by the organising commiuttee of the Fourth
National Trainees Conference and conducted by
the trainees on the Exeter vocational training
scheme not by the RCGP, and the questionnaires
were analysed by the trainees and not by Dr J S
Norell, dean of studies, RCGP, as the BMJ report
stated. The paper as published in the BMJ7 was a
commentary by Dr Norell on the trainees' findings
and not a specific report to the GMS Committee.

BMA Congress, San Diego, October 1981

The BMA member who recruits the most new
members between 1 January and 30 June 1981
will win a free place on one of the tours to
coincide with the BMA Congress in San
Diego, 19 to 22 October 1981. Details of the
scheme can be obtained from the recruitment
secretary, BMA Midland Regional Office, 36
Harbome Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham B15
3AJ.

Turnbull Gibson, the official travel agent for
the congress, has produced a detailed brochure
of the available tours. Members may obtain a
copy from BMA House, BMA regional
offices, or Mr John Hobbs, Turnbull Gibson
Travel Limited, Matheson House, 142
Minories, London EC3N 1QL.
The provisional programme of the congress

will be published early in 1981.
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